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During the past week, the market was flat until we saw the selloff on Sunday. The overall market cap 
dropped by 13% to $303 billion. Bitcoin is down 10% to $6,800 while Ethereum’s price decreased 11% 
to $540. The total market capital for Bitcoin is $115 billion and for altcoins is $188 billion.

The drop followed news that Korean exchange Coinrail was hacked. However, Coinrail is a small 
exchange and we believe it should not have much drive to the overall market. 

It seems like the analysts are getting worried about the lack of momentum, resulting in a downward 
revision in target prices.

We believe that the real reason of the drop is that some investors are losing patience. Bitcoin price had 
been mostly sideways for over 2 weeks with no upward momentum. Investor sentiments on Twitter are 
again mostly looking at a lower Bitcoin price in the near future. 

Trading volume had been low, indicating that investors are taking a wait and see approach. Even positive 
news like the CTFC calling the virtual current movement a possible “modern miracle” went unnoticed. 
If this news came out during a bull market, we believe it would’ve received a much stronger market 
response.

Right now, we are being patient and aim to wait it out. Remember, when the sentiment feels extremely 
one sided, that’s precisely when the market tends to move the other direction.

Probably, the game changer will be the entry of institutional investors. Various firms are laying their 
groundwork to benefit from the influx of big money. The latest to join the crypto trading bandwagon is 
the American global trading and technology firm Susquehanna International Group, which will open 
Bitcoin futures trading for a small group of its 500 clients.

So, is this the right time to buy? Let’s see
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Bitcoin (BTC)  
Entry @ $6,500 - Exit @ $7,300

Ethereum (ETH)
Entry @ $475 - Exit @ $600
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Bitcoin Cash (BCH)
Entry @ $890 - Exit @ $1,100

Cardona (ADA)
Wait for a Breakout of $0.23 – Then Entry @ $0.23 - Exit @ $0.30
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Ripple (XRP)
Wait for a Breakout of $0.75 – Then Entry @ $0.75 - Exit @ $0.93

LISK (LISK)
Entry @ $6.50 - Exit @ $8.50
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Are you ready to make your first 100k for 2018, or would you like to become a Cryptonaire?

The Platinum Generation X Programme is here to help you grow by focusing on creating proven 
revenue streams.

After Nirav Shah has proven his success in both the Financial and Crypto Markets, he brings this 
programme to your door step.

Through our unique step by step approach, and our ‘Change Your Life In 90 Days Challenge’, we aim to 
build on your core skills and introduce you to a world that you have may have considered, but never 

ventured.

Are you ready to take the 90 Day Challenge, or make 100k in 2018?

http://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/PlatinumGenerationX/
http://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/PlatinumGenerationX/


UK National Archives to Test Blockchain Tech for Official Record Keeping
https://www.ccn.com/uk-national-archives-to-test-blockchain-tech-for-official-record-keeping/

EOS Mainnet Set to Launch
https://www.coindesk.com/yes-votes-eos-blockchain-launch-imminently/
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Digital archiving is challenging because computer files 
continuously change and become obsolete, the National 
Archives blog noted. A digital file from the late 1990s, for 
example, will require moving the content to a new file format in 
order to make it accessible in the future. One problem is that 
any file that can be changed could be changed with incorrect 
information, undermining the accuracy of the recorded 
information. ARCHANGEL, funded by The Engineering and 
Physical Sciences Research Council and supported by the 
University of Surrey, the UK Open Data Institute and The 
National Archives, uses blockchain technology to allow 
archives to register hashes of documents onto a permissioned 
blockchain. Changes to the blockchain would only be done by 
authorized parties.

The launch of the EOS blockchain has been a giant experiment in remote self-organization. Tonight, it 
took a big leap forward. As anticipated, candidates for the role of validators or "block producers" (EOS's 
equivalent of bitcoin miners) located all over the world voted "Go" to take the mainnet live. EOS is a 
distributed proof-of-stake blockchain created by Block.One, whose co-founder, Dan Larimer, has 
pioneered similar systems with BitShares and Steem. The company raised $4 billion to develop the open 
source software over a year-long initial coin offering. No one really knew what would happen when the 
company turned its code over to the world, but with this vote it's coming clearer. As the software 
approached release, a group of organizations vying to serve as block producers found each other and 
formed the EOS Mainnet Launch Group (EMLG). They have so far managed to agree on a number of 
things, most importantly that they would launch one mainnet for EOS.
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CFTC Commissioner Says We Are Witnessing a ‘Revolution’, Cryptocurrencies 
Are a ‘Modern Miracle’      
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US Commodity Futures Trading Commission Commissioner Rostin Behnam labelled cryptocurrencies 
as a “modern miracle” at a recent summit, sharing a bullish stance on virtual currencies and predicting 
that blockchain technology will remake economic, social and political structures. Behnam discussed 
cryptocurrencies at the June 4 BFI Summit “Fostering Open, Transparent, Competitive, And Financially 
Sound Markets,” emphasizing the importance of leveraging the potential benefits of blockchain 
technology in order to “transform the world into something wonderful.” The CFTC Commissioner 
referenced the recent partnership launch between Blockchain, the United Nations Development 
Programme, the UN Refugee Agency, and the World Economic Forum. The United Nations 
Development Programme recently published a white paper titled “The Future is Decentralized” in 
order to provide policymakers and regulators with a deeper understanding of blockchain technology.
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Japan`s financial services giant SBI Holdings has announced that its in-house crypto exchange has 
now gone live, Cointelegraph Japan reports Monday, June 4. Called ‘VCTRADE,’ the service is now 
open for the ~20,000 users who pre-registered with the platform in October 2017, with plans to open 
ordinary account applications in July 2018. Ripple (XRP) is currently the only supported digital 
currency, though SBI states it will soon support Bitcoin (BTC) and Bitcoin Cash (BCH) as well. As 
Cointelegraph Japan reported, the new trading platform will adopt NASDAQ’s transaction system 
(matching system). Transaction fees will reportedly be zero, although withdrawals will be subject to 
charges. SBI has also said it will cooperate with SECOM Group on preparing a crypto wallet 
management security system. As SBI’s press release emphasizes, the launch of its exchange has 
been in process for “some time.” The conglomerate first revealed its plans to launch a virtual currency 
subsidiary in October 2016. In December, 2017, SBI announced it would partner on the project with 
major crypto exchange Huobi, and anticipated launching the platform in early 2018.
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A few hours ago crypto markets plunged losing over 14 billion dollars in just a few hours. At the same 
time news emerged that South Korean crypto exchange Coinrail had suffered an incursion resulting in 
the theft of various altcoins. Coinrail is not one of the major exchanges; in fact it is relatively obscure 
ranked way down at 90th in terms of trade volume according to coinmarketcap.com. The exchange 
handles just under $2.7 million in volume per day. The majority of that is used to trade an equally 
obscure coin called Pundi X. The mission of Pundi X claims to “make buying cryptocurrency as easy as 
buying bottled water. As the Walmart and 7-Eleven of cryptocurrency, we want users to buy and use 
cryptocurrency anytime anywhere.” Coinrail followed up with a post stating (translation); “At 15:00 
investigation, the other exchange, coin developers are working hard to recover the total amount of 
the leaked coins such as Ferndix, Enfer, and Aston in cooperation with two-thirds of the amount 
collected or recovered, as well as the cooperation of the investigation and related institutions for the 
remaining coins.”
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According to anonymous sources cited by The Wall Street Journal, The United States Commodity 
Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) is coordinating with the U.S. Justice Department in conducting 
investigations into price manipulation in the spot BTC markets. The report claims that the CFTC 
launched a criminal probe into BTC price manipulation after several cryptocurrency exchanges 
rejected a request from Chicago Mercantile Exchange (CME) for the exchanges to share trading data 
CME. Last month, it was reported that the U.S Justice Department had launched a criminal probe into 
whether the bitcoin and cryptocurrency markets the subject of manipulation and misconduct, citing 
“four people familiar with the matter.” According to a report recently published by The Wall Street 
Journal, again citing “people familiar with the matter,” the CFTC has “open[ed] an investigation into 
whether traders have colluded to manipulate bitcoin prices.
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Bitcoin ETF Coming Soon: Crypto Fund Manager
https://www.ccn.com/bitcoin-etf-coming-soon-crypto-fund-manager/ 

John Hyland, the global head of exchange-traded products for Bitwise Asset Management, told 
ETF.com he believes the Securities and Exchange Commission could soon approve a cryptocurrency 
ETF. Hyland, who played a key role in developing the first commodity and oil ETFs in his role as CIO at 
United States Commodity Funds, hopes to introduce some of the first crypto ETFs. Last year, Bitwise 
opened a private cryptocurrency fund. Hyland thinks the SEC’s concerns about a crypto ETF have 
largely been addressed. Bitwise has kept its private fund’s crypto assets in a regulated custodian, a 
service the five large ETF custodial companies are considering offering. An ETF does not hold the 
coins, he said, but swaps or futures on the coins. An ETF holding swaps or futures could be custodized 
by an ETF custodian that manages futures based currency or commodity ETFs.

https://news.bitcoin.com/cftc-subpoenas-leading-exchanges-for-trading-data/
https://www.ccn.com/bitcoin-etf-coming-soon-crypto-fund-manager/
https://news.bitcoin.com/cftc-subpoenas-leading-exchanges-for-trading-data/
https://www.ccn.com/bitcoin-etf-coming-soon-crypto-fund-manager/
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Changpeng Zhao, the CEO and founder of Binance, revealed the company has set up a bank account 
in Malta, in an exclusive interview with Cointelegraph Wednesday, June 6th. Binance is currently the 
world’s largest crypto exchange with $1.47 bln in trade volume, according to Coinmarketcap data. 
The move brings the exchange one step closer to its plans to offer fiat-to-crypto deposits and 
withdrawals on its platform, a feature that would further improve the exchange’s liquidity and 
facilitate new investors entering the space with fiat purchases. Zhao, better known as CZ, described 
the new bank account as a “very significant” development since the exchange first revealed it was 
relocating its headquarters to the island. Malta is fast establishing itself as a haven for blockchain 
companies, given its robust and transparent crypto regulatory climate. CZ told Cointelegraph he 
hoped fiat-crypto trading on Binance would launch in Malta “within the year,” also indicating plans to 
offer the service in Uganda and potentially Asia as well.
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Every day, tech investors and reporters are pitched on new services that intend to generate digital 
tokens that its creators expect will trade . . . somewhere. Perhaps unsurprisingly, Coinbase,  known 
currently for trading a handful of the largest cryptocurrencies, wants to be that somewhere. To that 
end, it’s acquiring securities dealer Keystone Capital, a California-based FINRA-registered 
broker-dealer that, according to the WSJ, can operate as a registered investment and run an 
alternative trading system. Coinbase said the move sets it on a path to “offer future services that 
include crypto securities trading, margin and over-the-counter trading.” Terms of the deal weren’t 
disclosed. Coinbase will need regulatory approval to operate under the Keystone licenses, and its 
COO Asiff Hirji told the WSJ that it expects to take several months after those approvals are obtained 
to integrate Keystone’s operations. More than $13 billion has been raised by startups via so-called 
initial coin offerings since the beginning of last year — a whopping $6.3 billion of that raised in just the 
first three months of 2018. That represents a huge opportunity for a company like Coinbase, 
particularly as more startups submit to regulatory oversight and, as a result, produce what are called 
“security” tokens. (Startups also sometimes sell “utility” tokens, which are designed to represent 
future access to a company’s product or service rather than as an investment, though the SEC has 
repeatedly signaled it’s belief that these tokens are similarly expected by purchasers to rise in value.)

https://techcrunch.com/2018/06/06/coinbase-is-acquiring-a-securities-dealer-in-order-to-trade-your
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Bitmain — the largest and most established manufacturer of cryptocurrency mining chips — is 
considering an IPO, or initial public offering. This could potentially open the company’s books to the 
world and allow the stock market to assign the company real-time value. Bitmain’s 32-year-old 
founder Jihan Wu says he’s chiefly examining the possibilities of a listing in Hong Kong or “an overseas 
market with U.S. dollar-denominated shares.” This, he says, would give early investors the chance to 
cash out. “Bitmain is trying very hard to maintain its advantage,” he explained, commenting that the 
company has dominated the mining scene since it first came to fruition. Wu says a public share sale 
would be a “landmark” for both the company and the cryptocurrency space in general. He comments 
that miners, venture capitalists and developers alike are trying desperately to appease global 
regulators and are thus opting for less privacy and more transparency to prove digital assets are not 
fraudulent but rather legitimate forms of currency. He continued to say that an IPO would also help 
push Bitmain’s profile, as the company is eagerly looking for ways to branch out into alternate arenas 
of technology including artificial intelligence which, unlike cryptocurrencies, has garnered solid 
support from Chinese officials.

https://bitcoinmagazine.com/articles/chinese-cryptomining-chip-giant-bitmain-considering-ipo/
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Fidelity Investment Corporation has recently posted advertisements looking for software developers 
to open a cryptocurrency exchange. Details have yet to be released about the launch date and how 
the exchange will operate. Fidelity is a leader in world investment, with over $2.5 trillion dollars of 
assets under management. Fidelity will compete with the likes of Coinbase, Kraken, Binance, and 
OKex. However, given the vast amounts of wealth under management, its entry represents a 
complete shift in the industry. It is a colossal financial services firm, and it is the first western wealth 
firm to create a cryptocurrency exchange. In Japan, SBI Holdings recently launched their 
cryptocurrency exchange, and they are also heavily invested in high-volume Japanese exchange, 
Bitflyer. The news comes amidst a flurry of positive regulatory announcements concerning the 
cryptocurrency industry. Jay Clayton has stated that Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies are not 
securities, a new cryptocurrency friendly head has been appointed by the SEC, a CFTC official has 
referred to blockchain as a “technological revolution,” and Coinbase is set to acquire licenses to trade 
SEC regulated cryptocurrency products. While Coinbase has launched a suite of institutional 
products, existing wealth conglomerates, such as Fidelity, can turn their clients and portfolios 
towards the sector more easily.

https://cryptodisrupt.com/fidelity-investment-opening-cryptocurrency-exchange/
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Etheal

Platinum ICO Information

Bringing Transparency to $100bn+ Medical Tourism

Stanford educated Kung Fu world champion, Viktor Tabori (co-founder of Etheal) had a motorcycle 
accident in Thailand and decided to make healthcare more transparent. Now he is on a good path with 
his global team and you can join the movement! Blockchain-based incentivized global list of health 
professionals and content platform, helping patients save $7,000-$50,000 on elective care costs: 
patients will be able to search for and book specialists from around the world, indexed by their areas of 
focus and treatment methods, and peer-reviewed in their native language.

18

Project Details: 

They are pursuing the opportunity to become the “Booking.com, Steemit and Salesforce of 
Healthcare”, with a model capable of generating $100B+ of potential revenue. 

They intensely focus on UX and hiding the complexity of crypto world, creating a gateway for a vast 
number of users and money to join the biggest revolution since widespread internet adoption.

They have already tested their strategy, 2,500,000 people use their site yearly (Doklist.com), and they 
currently potentially reach 230M people on 2 opposing sides of the world (Brazil and Hungary).

Taking advantage of the blockchain-based incentive system and the resulting high-quality global 
database, they aim to quickly become a dominant player in rapidly growing markets (medical tourism 
and pharmaceutical communication research and advertisement), currently worth more than $117 
billion globally."
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Official Video:  https://youtu.be/57L2qtZcg7s 
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ICO Details:

https://youtu.be/57L2qtZcg7s
https://youtu.be/57L2qtZcg7s


For more information about the ICO, please visit the following links:

Website:  https://etheal.com/

White Paper:  https://etheal.com/etheal-wp-0.8.pdf 

Twitter:  https://twitter.com/etheal_com 

Telegram:  https://t.me/joinchat/Es92FwvIMHnoa2q_fbLV_Q

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/etheal.platform/

ICO on Reddit:  https://www.reddit.com/r/Etheal/ 

ICO on Bitcoin Talk:  https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=2240173.msg22609299#msg22609299 

ICO on Medium:  https://medium.com/etheal 

ICO on Github:  https://github.com/thesved/etheal-sale 
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Team:

DR. MIHALY KERTESZ 
Co-Founder, Operations 

VIKTOR TABORI      
Co-Founder, CTO

LEVENTE TOTH    
Senior Backend Developer 

GABRIEL CSERI  
Senior Frontend Developer 

DORINA PARDI 
Communications

JANKA BAUER       
Designer

BENJAMIN BENKO     
Marketing

DR. GYORGY CSEH  
Compliance and Asset 
Management Advisor 

CoreTeam:  

MICHAEL TERPIN

DAVID ORBAN

PROF. DR. TIBOR BARTHA

ROBERTO MEDRANO

SHASHWAT GUPTA

DR. GYORGY CSEH

DR. ZOLTAN TOTH

BARNABAS DEBRECZENI

MARCELL TOTH 

NORBERT LESKO

ROLAND BIRO 

Advisory Team: 

https://etheal.com/
https://etheal.com/etheal-wp-0.8.pdf
https://twitter.com/etheal_com
https://t.me/joinchat/Es92FwvIMHnoa2q_fbLV_Q
https://www.facebook.com/etheal.platform/
https://www.reddit.com/r/Etheal/
https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=2240173.msg22609299#msg22609299
https://medium.com/etheal
https://github.com/thesved/etheal-sale
https://www.linkedin.com/in/mihalykertesz/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/viktortabori/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/leventetothprocode/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/gabriel-cseri-012b71b0/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/gyorgy-cseh-dr/





